The mouse X-linked juvenile retinoschisis cDNA: expression in photoreceptors.
Retinal photoreceptor cells are particularly vulnerable to degenerations that can eventually lead to blindness. Our purpose is to identify and characterize genes expressed specifically in photoreceptors in order to increase our understanding of the biochemistry and function of these cells, and then to use these genes as candidates for the sites of mutations responsible for degenerative retinal diseases. We have characterized a cDNA, a fragment of which (SR3.1) was originally isolated by subtractive hybridization of adult, photoreceptorless rd mouse retinal cDNAs from the cDNAs of normal mouse retina. The full-length sequence of this cDNA was determined from clones obtained by screening mouse retinal and eye cDNA libraries and by using the 5'- and 3'-RACE methods. Both Northern blot analysis and in situ hybridization showed that the corresponding mRNA is expressed in rod and cone photoreceptors. The gene encoding this cDNA was mapped to the X chromosome using an interspecific cross. Based on the nucleotide and amino acid sequences, as well as chromosome mapping, we determined that this gene is the mouse ortholog (Xlrs1) of the human X-linked juvenile retinoschisis gene (XLRS1). Analysis of the predicted amino acid sequence indicates that the Xlrs1 mRNA may encode a secretable, adhesion protein. Therefore, our data suggest that X-linked juvenile retinoschisis originates from abnormalities in a photoreceptor-derived adhesion protein.